
POP
INTERNATIONALISM
Paul Krugman

240 pp., 6 illus. $22.50

THE POLITICAL
ECONOMY OF
TRADE POLICY
Papers in Honor of
Jagdish Bhagwati
edited by Robert C. Feenstra,
Gene M. Grossman,
and Douglas A. Irwin

320 pp., 20 illus. $40.00 (August)

GETTING IT RIGHT
Markets and Choices
in a Free Society
Robert J. Barro

128 pp. $20.00

THE MAKING
OF ECONOMIC
POLICY
A Transaction Cost
Politics Perspective
Avinash K. D/x/t

The Munich Lectures
210 pp. $22.50 (July)

To order call toll-free 1-800-356-0343 (US & Canada) or (617) 625-8569.

http://www-mitpress.mit.edu

WORLD POLITICS
INAUGURATES ITS O W N HOME PAGE

The World Politics home page contains tables of contents
and abstracts of articles published in recent issues. In ad-
dition, it contains a form-based method that will allow
visitors to comment on articles. Subsequent visitors will
be able to read these comments and respond accordingly.
In this way, the editors hope to promote discussion and
debate about critical issues in international relations and
comparative politics.

Visit the World Politics home page at
http://www.wws.princeton.edu/World_Politics
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Comparative
Pblitics

Editor-in-Chief: Dankwart A. Rustow
(City University of New York)

Comparative Politics is an international journal containing ar-
ticles devoted to comparative analysis of political institutions
and behavior. Articles range from political patterns of emerging
nations to contrasts in the structure of established societies.
Comparative Politics communicates new ideas and research
findings to social scientists, scholars, and students. The journal
is indispensable to experts in research organizations, foun-
dations, consulates, and embassies throughout the world.

1996 Issues to Include:

Henry Bienen and Jeffrey Herbst, "The Relationship between Political and
Economic Reform in Africa" . . . John T. S. Keeler, "Agricultural Power in
the European Community: Explaining the Fate of CAP and GATT
Negotiations" . . . Dennis McNamara, "Corporatism and Cooperation
among Japanese Labor" . . . Ian Brodie, "The Market for Political Status" .
. . Patricia L. Hipsher, "Democratization and the Decline of Urban Social
Movements in Chile and Spain" . . . Donald C. Williams, "Reconsidering
State and Society in Africa: The Institutional Dimension in Land Reform
Policies" . . . Torben Iversen, "Power, Flexibility, and the Breakdown of
Centralized Wage Bargaining: Denmark and Sweden in Comparative
Perspective"

Published quarterly.
Subscripton rates: Individuals $30/1 yr., $55/2 yrs., $77/3 yrs.; Institutions
$55/1 yr., $101/2 yrs., $140/3 yrs.; Students $12/1 yr.; Outside the U.S.A.
add $8.50/1 yr., $17/2 yrs., $25.50/3 yrs., Airmail add $23/yr.; Single
copies $9/individuals, $15 institutions.
ISSN 0010-4159.

Comparative Politics
Subscription Fulfillment Office
49 Sheridan Avenue
P.O. Box 1413
Albany, NY 12201-1413
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United Nations Publications

The United Nations and the
Iraq-Kuwait Conflict, 1990-1996
The response of the United Nations and its
Member States to the August 1990 invasion of
Kuwait by Iraq highlighted the extraordinary
strengths of the Organization and its capacity to
act decisively, when consensus exists, as a force
for international peace and security. The United-
Nations and the Iraq-Kuwait Conflict, 1990-
1996 is a comprehensive account of the

Organization's multifaceted efforts to reverse Iraq's aggression, to restore
the sovereignty of Kuwait, to promote - through innovative mechanisms
and a sustained involvement - long-term peace and stability in the region
and to deal with a complex humanitarian emergency.
The United Nations Blue Books Series, Volume IX
E.96.I.3 92-1-100596-5 846 pp. $49,95

Chemical Weapons Convention with Selective Index
This complete text of the Chemical Weapons Convention presents the
reader with the facts and details on the prohibition of the development,
production, stockpiling and use of chemical weapons and also on their
destruction. The selective index provides the main elements, key words
and phrases of the Convention.
E.95.IX.2 92-1-142213-2 207 pp. $35.00

Arms and Technology Transfers: Security and
Economic Considerations Among Importing and
Exporting States
Technology and armament transfers create a major problem for peace
and international security. This publication analyzes the current trends
and issues in the proliferation of weapons and the technology of war.
The contribution of the experts also include the examination of the
political and military factors associated with this proliferation and the
economic and security implications.
E.GV.95.0.10 92-1-9045-103-3 287 pp. $38.00

United Nations Publications
Sales and Marketing Section, Room DC2-0853, DeptA022, New York, N.Y. 10017
Tel. (800) 253-9646, (212) 963-8302; Fax. (212) 963-3489
E-Mail: publications@un.org Internee http://www.un.org
Visa, MC and AMEX accepted. Please add 5% of gross
($5.00 minimum) for shipping and handling.
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Problems of
Democratic Transition
and Consolidation
SOUTHERN EUROPE,
SOUTH AMERICA, AND
POST-COMMUNIST EUROPE
Juan J. Linz and
Alfred Stepan
"This is an important volume by two
major scholars on a central topic—one
of broad interest to people in compar-
ative politics, to those interested in
democracy, and to regional specialists
on Southern Latin America and on
Central and Eastern Europe. The book
will unquestionably be a major
contribution to the literature on
constructing democratic
governance."—Abraham F.
Lowenthal, University of
Southern California

$18.95 paperback

Class and
Conservative Parties
ARGENTINA IN
COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE
Edward Gibson
"This is a first-rate book. It makes a
number of contributions to the study of
Argentine politics and to comparative
work on Latin America. It offers fresh
historical perspective on the failure of
democracy to take root in Argentina,
and provides important new material
on the challenges faced by conserva-
tive politicians in aggregating diverse
sectors of their 'core constituency'
while reorienting their political activity
toward electoral politics."—Robert
Kaufman, Rutgers University

$48.50 hardcover

Democratizing Mexico
PUBLIC OPINION AND
ELECTORAL CHOICES
Jorge I. Domfnguez and
James A. McCann
"Democratizing Mexico makes a very
important contribution to the study of
public opinion and elections in
Mexico. No other analysis of parties
and elections makes such effective use
of national opinion polls. It is a fine
addition to the growing literature on
electoral participation in Latin
America."—Kevin Middlebrook,
Center for U.S.-Mexican Studies,
University of California, San Diego

$45.00 hardcover

Beyond Sovereignty
COLLECTIVELY DEFENDING
DEMOCRACY IN THE AMERICAS
edited by Tom Farer
How can external actors—governments,
regional organizations, the United
Nations, financial institutions, non-
governmental organizations—affect the
process of democratic transition and
consolidation? Leading scholars and
policy experts examine the experiences
of a variety of Latin American nations.

An Inter-American Dialogue Book

$19.95 paperback

The Johns Hopkins University Press
Hampden Station, Baltimore, Maryland 21211 • To order, call 1-800-537-5487.

Visit our web site at http://jhupress.jhu.edu/home.html
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NATIONAL SECURITY STUDIES
at

The Georgetown University National Security Studies Program is a multidisciplinary
course of study designed to meet the educational needs of persons who are prof essionally

involved in national defense, or who would like to pursue a career in that field. The
Program, which is part of the University's Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign

Service, provides a rigorous and balanced curriculum of advanced courses taught by

recognized experts, including:

Persian Gulf Security (Anthony Cordesman)
Weapons Proliferation (Janne Nolan)
International Economic Security (Bradley Billings)
Defense Decision Making Process (Arnold Punaro)
Emerging Security Challenges (Kenneth Adelman)
U.S. Defense Policy (Stephen Gibert)
Intelligence and National Security (James Bruce)
Media and the Military (Loren Thompson)
Congress and National Security (Jeffrey Bergner)
Economics of National Defense (Robert Howard)
Low Intersity Conflict (Chris Lamb)

If an M.A. degree in national security studies matches your professional

needs and career goals, please call

(202) 687-5679
to receive an application package.

Application deadline for the fall, 1996
semester is August 1.

Application deadline for the spring, 1997
semester is December 1.
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MJLHThe Ar t of
Bargaining
RICHARD NED LEBOW
Richard Ned Lebow draws on his
years of experience with the United
States government, NATO, and
numerous European and American
businesses to explain the principles
of negotiation—from buying a car to
planning business mergers to signing
an international treaty. Unlike
studies that examine only what is
said and done at the negotiation
table, The Art of Bargaining looks at
the context in which negotiation
takes place—and shows why some of
the most critical decisions about
bargaining are made even before the
parties sit down to talk.

"This is a sophisticated, powerful book with useful ideas. The examples are
entertaining in their own right and bring the book to life. Lebow's close contact
with the international examples should intrigue and interest many readers
looking for the inside line on well-known international events."
—Peter Carnevale, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
$24.95 hardcover

Coping with Conflict after the Cold War
EDITED BY EDWARD A. KOLODZIEJ AND ROGER E. KANET
This volume provides answers to the question of how the international commu-
nity might cope with armed conflict after the Cold War. It identifies key
actors—states and international organizations—that have the resources and
(potentially) the will to address the problems of continuing violence and
enduring conflicts. The book also evaluates the strategies that might be adopted
by these actors, unilaterally or cooperatively, to ease or end such armed
struggles. Contributors are Arthur J.Alexander, Mohammed Ayoob, Nicole Ball,
Paul F. Diehl, Roger E. Kanet, Samuel S. Kim, Edward A. Kolodziej, Edward J.
Laurence, David F. Linowes, Patrick M. Morgan, Jack Snyder, Janice Gross Stein,
and I.William Zartman.

Perspectives on Security: Richard Ned Lebow, Consulting Editor

$49.95 hardcover

The Johns Hopkins University Press
Hampden Station, Baltimore, MD 2121 I • To order, call 1-800-537-5487.

Visit our web site at http://jhupress.jhu.edu/home.html
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COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS

Ben-Gurion's Spy
The Story of the Political Scandal
That Shaped Modern Israel
Shabtai Teveth
"Teveth had access to all the secret files which
were unavailable in earlier years and he has
interviewed at length all of the leading
actors. . . . No one has ever had remotely as
much access and, on the other hand, suffi-
cient time has now passed as to make a judi-
cious treatment possible. In other words,
there could be no better book on the subject."

—Walter Laqueur, Center for Strategic and
International Studies, Washington, D.C.

296pages I $29.95, cloth

Friends or Rivals?
The Insider's Account of
U.S.-Japan Relations
Michael H. Armacost
"Michael Armacost, who served as U.S.
ambassador to Japan during 1989-1993, has
written a valuable book, recounting in great
detail the events that claimed his attention
in Tokyo.... An excellent introduction to the
study of an emerging Asia."

—The Washington Post
272 pages 116photos I $24.95, cloth

Now in paper, with a new Preface

Terrorism and the Media
From the Iran Hostage Crisis
to the Oklahoma City Bombing
Brigitte L. Nacos
"This book is a welcome and valuable addi-
tion to the literature on terrorism. It fills a
gap by providing a uniquely detailed and
comprehensive examination of the relation-
ship between terrorism, the media, public
opinion, and government decisionmaking in
the American context."

—Martha Crenshaw, Wesleyan University
214 pages I $16.50, paper

AT BOOKSTORES.

Now in paper

The Cold War on the Periphery
The United States, India, and Pakistan
Robert J. McMahon
"The author, an American historian who
has combed the archives, argues that the
U.S. alliance with Pakistan in 1945 was a
monumental strategic blunder that
increased Indo-Pakistani hostility, under-
mined regional stability, and led India to
seek closer ties with the Soviet Union....
This study is a model of its kind and,
whether one accepts the conclusions or not,
it sheds a good deal of light on center-
periphery relations during the Cold War."

—Foreign Affairs
431 pages I $17.50, paper

Pacific Passage
The Study of American-East Asian
Relations on the Eve of the
Twenty-First Century
Edited by Warren I. Cohen
"An essential volume for general public and
scholars alike, Pacific Passage marks the
third decade in which the field of U.S.-East
Asian relations has critically examined itself.
It makes a major historiographic contribu-
tion, opening new areas of study and exam-
ining old ones in the light of new research."

—Marilyn B. Young, New York University
352 pages I $18.00, paper I $40.00, cloth

Rescue as Resistance
How Jewish Organizations Fought
the Holocaust in France
Lucien Lazare
"An important, well-researched document that
must be read and studied by anyone interested
in what happened in occupied France."

—Elie Wiesel
352 pages I $32.50, cloth

I COLUMBIA I
I UNIVERSITY J

PRESS
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International
<£ Social Science
2 Journal
r " ^ Edited by David Makinson
__ J 77?e International Social Science Journal is in ternat ional in

O
~~ readership and contributions. It is the only multidisciplinary

thematic journal in its field diffusing information and debate
to the widest possible audience.

ORDER FORM" " INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SCIENCE JOURNAL
Subscription Rates, Volume 48,1996 ISSN 0020-8701

Institutional Rates, £56.00 (UK-Europe), $116.00 (N. America*), £72.00 (Rest of World)

Personal Rates, £31.00 (UK-Europe), $63.00 (N. America*), £39.00 (Rest of World)

Published in: March, June, September and December •Canadian customers please add 7% GST

G Please enter my subscription/send me a sample copy

G I enclose a cheque/money order payable to Blackwell Publishers

G Please charge my American Express/Diners Club/Mastercard/Visa account

Card Number Expiry Date

Signature Date

Name

_ • « M Address
^^rif Postcode

^ ^ | B | Payment must accompany orders
^ ^ Please return this form to: Journals Marketing, Blackwell Publishers, 108 Cowley Road, Oxford, 0X41JF, UK.

H I Or to: Journals Marketing, ISSJ, Blackwell Publishers, 238 Main Street, Cambridge, MA 02142, USA.

• ma t n i l
Internet
Full <Ulo«i ol SkicknII Publnhiri
lx)oil a n d |oumeb „ „ cclabuj on
l h " 1 " 1 * ™ 1

boccmuuaWWWbrowuruiehoi
N«iicap« or MOKIIC, und lh« following JRL

IBLACKWELLI

APPLY FOR YOUR FREE SAMPLE
COPY BY E-MAIL!

jnlsamples@blackwellpublishers.cauk
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K * * * * * «r K

Transforming
Agrarian
Economies
Opportunities Seized,
Opportunities Missed

THOMAS P. TOMICH,
PETER KILBY,AND
BRUCE F, JOHNSTON

The authors systematically
explore the multiple aspects
of economic development in
the world's 58 poorest
countries. "An impressive
piece of scholarship and
interpretation which is
unlikely to be rivalled
soon."—DAVID K. LEONARD,
University of California,
Berkeley. $25.00 paper

Government
and Society
in Malaysia
HAROLD CROUCH

"Crouch has drawn effec-
tively on his intimate knowl-
edge of the country . . . to
develop the controversial
thesis that while civil society
has expanded with economic
development, as predicted
by conventional political
development theory,
authoritarianism has been
enhanced by executive
ascendance in contemporary
Malaysia."—K. S. JOMO,
University of Malaya
ASIA EAST BY SOUTH

$42.50 cloth, $16.95 paper

Restrained
Trade
Cartels in Japan's Basic
Materials Industries
MARK TILTON

"This fine book contributes
to debates over the links
between politics and eco-
nomics in Japan. Restrained
Trade offers much new
information and insight into
Japan's basic materials indus-
tries, and into the interac-
tions among government,
market, and industrial
groups. The analyses of the
specific industries, especially
cement and petrochemicals,
are well beyond any others I
know."—T. J. PEMPEL,
University of Washington,
Seattle. $29.95

CORNELL STUDIES IN SECURITY AFFAIRS

Cooperation
under Fire
Anglo-German Restraint
during World War II
JEFFREY W. LEGRO

Legro here offers a new
understanding of the dynam-
ics of World War II and the
sources of international
cooperation. "A careful,
systematic investigation that
comes up with some fasci-
nating and sometimes quite
surprising conclusions. The
book is a fine read, well-
considered, and a real contri-
bution."—JOHN MUELLER,
author of Retreat from
Doomsday: The Obsolescence
of Major War. $35.00

At bookstores, or call
(607)277-2211

Reputation and Revolution
International and War
Politics
JONATHAN MERCER

Mercer examines reputation
formation in a series of crises
before World War I. He tests
competing arguments, one
from deterrence theory, the
other from social psychology,
to see which better predicts
and explains how reputations
form. He extends his findings
to address contemporary
crises such as the Gulf War,
and considers how culture,
gender, and nuclear weap-
ons effect reputation.
$35.00

STEPHEN M. WALT

"The sweep and sustained
argumentation of Revolution
and War are deployed to
transform our understanding
of realism and the causes of
war. Breaking with the usual
divide between domestic and
international politics, the
book's nuanced historical
cases marshal evidence for a
daring argument about how
within-state developments
affect the system of states."
—IRA KATZNELSON,
Columbia University. $35.00

Cornell
U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S

Sage House • 512 East State Street • Ithaca NY 14850
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SURVIVAL
The I/SS Quarterly

J
Published for the IISS

by Oxford University Press

The need for forward-looking analysis is essential during times of rapid political
change. Survival is a leading voice in the field of strategic studies, featuring
original research and innovative assessments of current international problems.

"Survival is the indispensable journal of record and analysis concerning
security policy issues." Samuel P. Huntington, Harvard University

With NATO troops deploying to Bosnia, the EU preparing its 1996 Inter-govern-
mental Conference and France rejoining NATO bodies, the Spring 1996 issue of
Survival looks at the challenges and issues facing a partnership in transition. In this
special issue, leading academics and practitioners assess European security and trans-
atlantic relations at this crucial turning-point.

Highlights include:

• Nicole Gnesotto on Comjnon European Defence and Transatlantic Relations
• Philip Zelikow on The Masque of Institutions
• Robert Grant on France's New Relationship with NATO
• Philip H. Gordon on Recasting the Atlantic Alliance
• Charles Barry on Combined Joint Task Forces
• Review essays by Charles Kupchan and Gideon Rose

j

The Summer 1996 issue of Survival will include several articles on Far Eastern and
Japanese security issues, plus the regular features:

Book Reviews: The latest and important titles reviewed each quarter.
Letters to the Editor: Stimulating debate on articles from previous issues.

1996 ORDER FORM

Please enter my subscription to: SURVIVAL O Volume 38 (4 issues) £39/US$62
(Please note: Esterling rates apply in UK/Europe, US$ rates elsewhere, and that customers in the EU and Canada are subject to
their locat sales tax)

f j I enclose the correct remittance Q Please send me a free sample copy

(Please make checks payable to Oxford University Press)

Name: Address:

City:

County Zipcode:

Q ] Please charge my Diners / Mastercard / American Express / JCB / Visa Card Number:

| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | Expiry Date: | | | |

For further subscriptions information please contact:
Oxford University Press, Journals Department, 2001 Evans Road, Cary,
NC 27513, USA. Toll-free in the US and Canada: 1-800-852-7323 or 919-677-0977.
Fax: 919-677-1714 • e-mail: jnlorders@oup-usa.org
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PEW WORKING PAPERS IN

CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN
REFORM AND REGIONALISM

Editors: Anna Seleny and Ezra Suleiman

Center of International Studies
Princeton University

Princeton University's Center of International Studies is pleased to announce
the publication of the Pew Working Papers in Central and East European
Reform and Regionalism. The research and writing of these papers was
funded by the Pew Charitable Trusts. The papers are available for a modest
fee to help defray reproduction and mailing costs.

1. Willam M. Branson and Jorge Braga de Macedo, Macroeconomic Policy in
Central Europe

2. Wolfgang Danspeckgriiber, Regionalization, Sub-Regionalization and
Security in Central and Eastern Europe

3. Grzegorz Ekiert and Jan Kubik, Collective Protest and Democratic
Consolidation in Poland, 1989-1993

4. Harold Hau, Privatization under Political Interference: Evidence from Eastern
Germany

5. Janos Kornai, Eliminating the Shortage Economy: A General Analysis and
Examination of the Developments in Hungary

6. Charles Kupchan, Regionalizing Europe's Security: The Case for a New
Mitteleuropa

7. Minxin Pei, Microfoundations of State Socialism, Patterns of Economic
Transformation, and Political Realignment in Postcommunist States

8. Jan Rutkowski, Becoming Less Equal: Wage Effects of Economic Transition in
Poland

9. Anna Seleny; Institutional Legacies of Socialist Transformation and Post-
Socialist Politics in Hungary and Poland

10. Ezra Suleiman, Bureaucracy and Democratic Consolidation in Eastern Europe

Please indicate title(s) desired and send $4.00 per title (check only), plus
$1.00 each for foreign postage, to:

Center of International Studies
Bendheim Hall

Princeton University
Princeton, NJ 08544-1012
ATTN: MS. Carol Bowers
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ONE OF THE
FEW JOURNALS
THAT I READ

COVER TO
COVER'.

JAMES L. WATSON

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

THE
CHINA
JOURNAL

Formerly The Australian journal of Chinese Affairs

ISSUE 35 January 1996

Yunxiang Yan, The Culture of Cuanxi in a North China Village

Alastair lain Johnston, Learning Versus Adaptation: Explaining
Change in Chinese Arms Control Policy in the 1980s and 1990s

Scott Rozelle, Stagnation Without Equity: Patterns of Growth
and Inequality in China's Rural Economy

David Bachman, Li Zhisui, Mao Zedong, and Chinese Elite Politics

Anne F. Thurston, The Politics of Survival: Li Zhisui and the
Inner Court

Lucian W. Pye, Rethinking the Man in the
Leader

Geremie R. Barme, Private Practice,
Public Performance: The Cultural
Revelations of Dr Li

Leo Ou-fan Lee, Visualizing the
Tiananmen Student Movement

Subscription Rates (two 230-page issues per year—plus a free copy of this issue
for new subscribers): Within Australia: $25 per year, students $20, institutions $30.
Outside Australia: US$25 per year, students US$20, institutions US$30; or the
equivalent in other currencies. New 3-year subscriptions: $60/US$60, institutions
$75—plus 2 complimentary copies (this and another issue).

I would like a: • 1-year • 3-year subscription
• Enclosed is my cheque (payable to The China Journal)
• Please charge to my • Bankcard • Mastercard • Visa

Card No. Exp. Date

Name Signature

Address

Payments to: Contemporary China Centre, RSPAS, The Australian National University, Canberra, ACT 0200.
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